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ABSTRACT

Genetic programming systems often use large training sets to eval-

uate the quality of candidate solutions for selection. However, eval-

uating populations on large training sets can be computationally

expensive. Down-sampling training sets has long been used to de-

crease the computational cost of evaluation in a wide range of ap-

plication domains. Indeed, recent studies have shown that both

random and informed down-sampling can substantially improve

problem-solving success for GP systems that use the lexicase par-

ent selection algorithm. We use the PushGP framework to exper-

imentally test whether these down-sampling techniques can also

improve problem-solving success in the context of two other com-

monly used selection methods, fitness-proportionate and tourna-

ment selection, across eight GP problems (four program synthesis

and four symbolic regression). We verified that down-sampling can

benefit the problem-solving success of both fitness-proportionate

and tournament selection. However, the number of problemswherein

down-sampling improved problem-solving success varied by se-

lection scheme, suggesting that the impact of down-sampling de-

pends both on the problem and choice of selection scheme. Surpris-

ingly, we found that down-sampling was most consistently benefi-

cial when combined with lexicase selection as compared to tourna-

ment and fitness-proportionate selection. Overall, our results sug-

gest that down-sampling should be considered more often when

solving test-based GP problems.

KEYWORDS

down-sampling, program synthesis, regression, genetic program-

ming, selection

1 INTRODUCTION

Genetic programming (GP) applies evolutionary search algorithms

to automatically synthesize programs instead of writing them by

hand. GP systems often use large training sets to evaluate the qual-

ity of candidate solutions (individuals). These training sets com-

prise examples of input and output pairs that describe the correct

behavior of a program for a given problem. Each generation, indi-

viduals are evaluated on these pairs in order to determine whether

or not they exhibit this desired behavior, such as returning the

correct value for a program synthesis or regression problem. A

parent selection algorithm then chooses the “best” individuals to

contribute genetic material to the next generation. To thoroughly

assess the quality of individuals in a population, most GP systems

evaluate all individuals on every input-output example in the train-

ing set. This process can be computationally expensive when us-

ing large population sizes on large training sets or when individual

evaluations are slow to compute. Down-sampling has been shown

to be effective for reducing the per-generation cost of evaluating

programs when using lexicase selection [29]. Here, we show that

these benefits apply to other selection methods, including tourna-

ment selection and fitness-proportionate selection.

Previous work demonstrated that using randomdown-sampling

in the context of lexicase selection can substantially improve problem-

solving success when the per-generation computational savings

are reallocated to other aspects of evolutionary search, such as

running for more generations [14, 26, 29, 45]. However, naively

constructing random down-samples has the drawback of leaving

out potentially important training cases or over-representing re-

dundant training cases, which can slow or even impede problem-

solving success [5, 26, 30]. To address this drawback, Boldi et al. [4]

introduced informed down-sampling, which uses runtime popula-

tion statistics to construct down-samples with distinct, more infor-

mative training cases. Informed down-sampling was found to sig-

nificantly improve success rates over random down-sampling for

program synthesis runs using the PushGP system. In each of these

previous studies, down-sampling is applied in the context of stan-

dard lexicase selection. To our knowledge, these down-sampling

techniques have yet to be evaluated in combination with other

commonly used parent selection methods in GP, like tournament

or fitness proportionate selection. Here, we ask whether random

or informed down-sampling can benefit GP systems beyond the

context of lexicase selection.

In this paper, we analyze the problem-solving success of the

PushGP system on four program synthesis and four integer-based

symbolic regression problems when using different combinations

of selection scheme and down-sampling method. Specifically, for

each of fitness-proportionate, tournament, and lexicase selection,

we compare the impact of no down-sampling, randomdown-sampling,

and informed down-sampling. We find that down-sampling either

improved or did not significantly affect problem-solving success
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in all instances. Surprisingly, we find that lexicase selection bene-

fits most consistently from the addition of down-sampling, as lexi-

case’s problem-solving success was significantly better with down-

sampling across all eight problems. Overall, our results highlight

the potential problem-solving benefits of down-sampling in GP

systems; though, some selection algorithms are likely to benefit

more than others.

2 SELECTION

The process of selection is a fundamental feature of evolutionary

search. Parent selection algorithms steer evolving populations through

a search space by determining which individuals should contribute

genetic material to the next generation. Many selection algorithms

have been developed, each targeting different problem domains

and search space topologies (e.g., [6, 27, 33, 44, 49]). In this subsec-

tion, we overview the three selection strategies studied in this pa-

per: fitness-proportionate, tournament and lexicase selection. The

implementation details and specific parameters of each of these

strategies are then discussed in their respective subsection.

2.1 Fitness-Proportionate Selection

Fitness-proportionate selection is one of the earliest proposed se-

lection strategies in evolutionary computation [33]. Fitness-proportionate

selection assigns each parent a selection probability based on its

aggregate fitness relative to that of the other population members.

Although individuals with higher fitness have a higher chance of

being selected, those with lower fitness can still be selected. The

probability ?8 that an individual 8 is selected is

?8 =
58

#∑

9=1

59

where 58 is the 8th individual’s fitness, and # is the population

size. Since our genetic programming system evaluates individuals

with errors instead of fitness values, we compute the fitness of the

individual as 1
1+48

where 48 is the aggregate error the individual

achieved on the training set.

On its own, fitness-proportionate selection can impose low se-

lection pressure on a population relative to other commonly used

selection algorithms, such as tournament selection [3, 54]. Fitness-

proportionate selection is also simple to implement and computa-

tionally efficient with a time complexity of O(# ). As such, fitness-

proportionate selection is still commonly used for evolutionary

search [2, 9], often as one component of more sophisticated selec-

tion procedures [53].

2.2 Tournament Selection

Like fitness proportionate selection, tournament selection requires

each individual in the population have a single “fitness score” that

represents their quality. To select a single individual with tourna-

ment selection, C individuals are chosen from the population at

random. Then, the individual with the best fitness (or lowest er-

ror) “wins” the tournament and is selected as a parent. Tournament

size (C ) controls the strength of selection; larger tournament sizes

impose stronger selection, and smaller tournament sizes impose

weaker selection. In this work, we use a tournament size of C = 10.

Tournament selection has been found to be more stable [7] than

fitness proportionate selection, as it is not affected by fitness scal-

ing [16]. Tournament selection also has a time complexity ofO(# ),

which makes it attractive when using large population sizes [16].

Due to its simplicity and efficiency, tournament selection is widely

used as the standard selection strategy for evolutionary computa-

tion [13].

2.3 Lexicase Selection

Unlike fitness-proportionate and tournament selection, lexicase se-

lection does not aggregate error values across training cases to

choose parents. Instead, lexicase considers each training case in-

dividually. To select a single parent, lexicase selection first shuffles

the set of training cases into a random order, and all individuals

in the population are included in a pool eligible for selection. Each

training case is then applied in sequence (in shuffled order), fil-

tering the pool of eligible individuals to include only individuals

with elite performance on the current training case. This filtering

continues until one individual remains in the eligible pool to be

selected or until all training cases have been exhausted, where one

of the remaining eligible individuals is then selected at random.

Because each parent selection event uses a random permutation

of training cases, lexicase selection prioritizes high performance

on different sets of training cases across parent selection events,

improving its capacity for diversity maintenance [12, 22].

Lexicase selection was initially designed for multi-modal test-

based program synthesis problems [27, 49] and has frequently been

found to outperform other selection methods in this domain [20,

47]. Lexicase selection has also been shown to be effective in do-

mains beyond genetic programming, including evolutionary robot-

ics [41, 52], deep learning [11], genetic algorithms [40], learning

classifier systems [1] and even in the directed evolution of mi-

crobes [36]. Lexicase selection’s success is often attributed to its

capacity to preserve diversity [12, 22] and maintain specialists [24].

However, the worst case time complexity for lexicase selection is

O(# ∗�) where # is the population size, and � is the number of

training cases. In practice, this number is often closer to O(# +�)

when populationdiversity is high [21], and there are strategies that

can be used to reduce this even further [10]. Despite this larger

time complexity, in practice, the computational cost of genetic pro-

gramming is more often dominated by program evaluation instead

of selection. In this work, we focus on training set down-sampling,

a strategy that can be used to reduce how expensive the evaluation

step of evolutionary runs are by reducing the effective size of the

training set.

3 DOWN-SAMPLING

In this work, we focus on down-sampling in the context of test-

based program synthesis problems. In test-based program synthe-

sis, candidate solutions are evaluated on a set of training cases in

order to assess quality or correctness. Down-sampling techniques

reduce the total number of training cases used for assessing can-

didate solution quality, which in turn, reduces the total number of

program evaluations needed each generation. Down-sampling has
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been studied in evolutionary computation as a means to reduce

computational loads [37, 44] and reduce overfitting [17, 18, 39].

Historical subset selection is one simple down-sampling method

that maintains a single static subset of the training cases for an en-

tire evolutionary run [15]. In contrast, random subset selection [15]

randomly chooses to include or not include each training case each

generation, resulting in different down-sample sizes from genera-

tion to generation. Stochastic subset sampling [38, 42] chooses a

new fixed-size down-sample each generation. More sophisticated

methods of down-sampling have also been developed. Gathercole

and Ross [15] introduce dynamic subset selection, which creates

down-samples that are biased toward including harder cases and

cases not seen for many generations. Lasarczyk et al. [38] intro-

duce a topology-based selection that takes problem structure into

account by selecting cases that individuals perform differently on

in a problem domain. Topology-based selection is very similar to

the later proposed informed down-sampling [4]; although the lat-

ter has only been tested on program synthesis problems, and the

former only on symbolic regression and classification. In this work,

we compare the performance of informed down-sampling to that

of a method similar to the earlier proposed stochastic subset sam-

pling, also known as random down-sampling [29], and the standard

non-down-sampled selection strategy.

Given the demonstrated value of down-sampling for evolution-

ary search, it is important to understand how different down-sampling

methods interact with different selection algorithms to benefit (or

hinder) problem-solving success. Here, we focus on two down-sampling

techniques that have been demonstrated to be effective in combi-

nation with lexicase selection for GP: random down-sampling and

informed down-sampling, each described in detail below. We ask

whether the benefits of these two down-sampling methods might

extend to other commonly used selection procedures in GP.

3.1 Random Down-sampling

Random down-sampling (in this context) constructs a random sub-

set of the training set each generation. This smaller subset of train-

ing cases is then used to evaluate the quality of the population for

selection. By reducing the number of training cases used to eval-

uate programs each generation, random down-sampling reduces

the per-generation computational costs of population evaluation

and parent selection. Previous work demonstrated that reallocat-

ing these computational savings to other aspects of evolutionary

search can lead to substantial improvements in problem-solving

success in the context of lexicase selection [14, 26, 29, 45].

However, random down-sampling results in less thorough pro-

gram evaluations, which can lead tomisleading assessments of pro-

gram quality. For example, a random down-sample might omit im-

portant training cases (e.g., cases that test input edge cases), as the

down-sample is created randomly with no consideration for the

program behavior that each training case might be assessing. Boldi

et al. [5] explored the extent to which random down-sampling re-

sulted in discontinuities between training sets used to select suc-

cessive generations. However, Boldi et al. [5] found that the com-

monality of synonymous training cases usually prevented discon-

tinuities; that is, most training sets contain many training cases

that measure the same behavior are are thus passed by the same

groups of individuals. In these circumstances, down-samples are

less likely to entirely omit an entire class of training cases.

3.2 Informed Down-sampling

Informed down-sampling addresses randomdown-sampling’s draw-

back of potentially omitting informative training cases by mini-

mizing the number of synonymous training cases included in the

down-sample [4]. To estimate differences among training cases, in-

formed down-sampling fully evaluates a random subset of the pop-

ulation on the complete set of training cases. Two training cases

solved by different subsets of the population sample are not syn-

onymous and should be more likely to be included in the down-

sample. Conversely, two training cases solved by the same subset

of the population sample are more likely to be synonymous and

should not both be included in the down-sample.

Algorithm 1 specifies the full informed down-sampling proce-

dure. We modified the algorithm from [4] to allow for an arbitrary

selection scheme, S. To construct a down-sample, we use a ran-

dom subset of the population to estimate the “distance” between

all pairs of training cases. The distance between two training cases

is the Hamming distance between their “solve vectors”, which are

vectors of binary value that specify which individuals in the popu-

lation subset (or "parent sample") solved the training case. We spec-

ify the size of the population subset using the d parameter. With

d = 0.01, we include 1% of the population in the population sub-

set used for calculating each training case’s solve vector. We used

d = 0.01 for all experiments in this work. Next, a single training

case is added to the down-sample at random, and training cases are

added in sequence such that each additional training case is max-

imally far away from the current down-sample through a process

known as farthest first traversal [32].

Like other down-sampling methods, informed down-sampling

reduces the per-generation computational cost of evaluating pro-

grams. Likewise, a previous study demonstrated that re-allocating

these computational savings to increasing the number of genera-

tions of evolutionary search resulted in improved success rates on

a number of program synthesis problems with PushGP [4]. How-

ever, Boldi et al. [4]’s studywas limited to applying informed down-

sampling in the context of lexicase selection. We extend this work

by testing the efficacy of informed down-sampling in the context

of other commonly used selection strategies, tournament and fit-

ness proportionate selection.

4 METHODS

In this work, we study random and informed down-sampling in

the context of three selection schemes commonly used in GP: tour-

nament selection, fitness-proportionate selection, and lexicase se-

lection. Specifically, we compare problem-solving success using

PushGP on four program synthesis problems and four symbolic

regression problems.

4.1 Program Synthesis Problems

The goal of program synthesis problems is to achieve zero error on

each of a set of training cases, where each training case encodes

what the program should output given a certain input. For this

work, we choose four program synthesis problems from the first
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Algorithm 1 Informed Down-Sampling. Adapted from [4].

Data:

P : population, cases: set of all training cases,
S : selection scheme, ⊲ S picks a new pop. given an old pop. and a set of cases
: : scheduled case distance computation parameter,
d : parent sampling rate, ⊲ d, : are parameters to reduce the distance computation cost
G : current generation counter,
D : case distance matrix. ⊲ all distances are initialized to be maximally far

Result: A list of selected parents
1: if G%: == 0 then
2: P̂ ← sample d×|P| parents from P

3: evaluate P̂ on cases ⊲ parent sample, purely used for distance calculations

4: calculate D from solve vectors from solutions in P̂ on cases

5: end if

6: � (·, ·) ← distance function derived from indexing into D
7: ds← create down-sample using farthest first traversal ⊲ picks cases that are of high distance to each other
8: P ← select |P | new parents using S from P using ds as cases ⊲ selecting new population
9: return P

and second program synthesis benchmark suites [19, 20, 25]. These

problems have been explored in previous work on informed down-

sampling [4] and are therefore a good basis for this investigation.

We included problems where informed down-sampling has been

shown to improve problem-solving success (Count Odds and Fizz

Buzz), reduce problem-solving success (Small or Large), and have

no significant effect on problem-solving success (Fuel Cost):

• Count Odds - Given a vector of integers, return the number

of integers that are odd, without use of a specific even or

odd instruction (but allowing instructions such as mod and

quotient).

• Fizz Buzz - Given an integer G , return "Fizz" if G is divisible

by 3, "Buzz" if G is divisible by 5, "FizzBuzz" if G is divisible

by 3 and 5, and a string version of G if none of the above

hold.

• Fuel Cost - Given a vector of positive integers, divide each

by 3, round the result down to the nearest integer, and sub-

tract 2. Return the sum of all of the new integers in the vec-

tor.

• Small or Large - Given an integer =, print "small" if = < 1000

and "large" if = ≥ 2000 (and nothing if 1000 ≤ = < 2000).

The specific parameters used for the program synthesis part of

this investigation can be found in Table 1. We performed 50 evo-

lutionary runs for each program synthesis problem configuration,

each with a population size of 1000. Each of these runs were per-

formed at 5% down-sampling, meaning A = 0.05.Since we have 200

training cases in the entire training set, each individual is evalu-

ated on 10 of the cases every generation. We chose A = 0.05 based

on previous work [4]. The down-sampling strategy being used de-

termines which cases are selected out of the 200 to make up the

down-sample.

Table 1: Systemparameters used for program synthesis runs.

As the methods with down-sampling usually reduce the

number of per-generation program executions, we limit all

runs to performing only 60,000,000 program executions to-

tal (equivalent to 300 generations with standard (no down-

sampling) GP).

Parameter Value

GP system parameters

runs per problem 50

population size 1000

initial training set size 200

testing set size 1000

maximum program executions 60,000,000

variation operator UMAD

Down-sampling parameters (when used)

down-sample rate A 0.05

parent sample rate d 0.01

generational interval : 100

4.2 Symbolic Regression Problems

In addition to program synthesis problems, we included four sim-

ple, integer-based symbolic regression problems to test whether

the benefits of down-sampling extend beyond program synthesis.

These symbolic regression problems included 3rd, 4th, and 5th-

degree polynomials with randomly chosen coefficients, and inputs

and outputs were restricted to integers. Since these problems are

integer based, the fitness of an individual on a particular training

case is simply the absolute difference between the program’s out-

put and the true label of the training case. For each problem, the

inputs of the training and testing sets were [−5, 5] and [−10,−5) ∪

(5, 10] respectively. Thus, we had 11 elements in the training set
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Table 2: System parameters used for symbolic regression

runs. We limit all runs to performing only 3,300,000 pro-

gram executions total (equivalent to 300 generations with

standard (no down-sampling) GP on this training set).

Parameter Value

GP System Parameters

runs per problem 200

population size 1000

initial training set size 11

testing set size 10

maximum program executions 3,300,000

variation operator UMAD

Down-sampling parameters (when used)

down-sample rate A 0.30

parent sample rate d 0.01

generational interval : 100

and 10 elements in the testing set with our testing set purely con-

sisting of elements outside the bounds of the training set. This is

close to the same number of training cases as those used by Koza

[35] for similar symbolic regression problems. In exploratory ex-

periments, we found that larger ranges led to integer outputs be-

coming too large to find solutions within our computational limits,

further motivating us to use a limited input range. Since we only

had 11 elements in the training set, we set the down-sample size to

30% to avoid having only 1 or 2 cases in the down-sample. Below

are the regression problems used.

• 5 (G) = 2G5 − G4 + 2G3 + 3G2 + 2G + 6

• 5 (G) = G4 − 2G3 + 3G2 + 2G + 3

• 5 (G) = G4 − 2G2 + 4G + 3

• 5 (G) = 3G3 − 4G2 + 8G + 3

Our symbolic regression problemswere computationally cheaper

than our program synthesis runs, allowing us to perform 200 repli-

cate runs for each of our symbolic regression experiments. Tomake

the comparisons fair, we ensure that all methods (regardless of

down-sampling) use the same number of program executions. In

this work, we limited all symbolic regression runs to 3.3 million

program evaluations.

4.3 Experimental Design

Weused the PushGP framework to conduct our experiments. PushGP

is a genetic programming framework for evolving Push programs.

The Push programming language uses a set of typedmemory stacks

to allow programs to handle different data types (e.g., strings, num-

bers, etc.) and includes a Turing complete instruction set that sup-

ports basic computations as well as complex control flow, such as

looping and conditional execution [48, 50, 51]. For these experi-

ments, we use the same instruction sets as those used by Boldi

et al. [4]. We used the propeller implementation of PushGP for this

work1.

1https://github.com/lspector/propeller

For each configuration, we report the number of generalizing

runs. This is the number of runs that produce a program that suc-

cessfully passes all of the cases in the held out testing set. Since

we are not evaluating the individuals on the entire training set

when we down-sample, checking if an individual passes the en-

tire training set happens when an individual passes all the cases

in the down-sample. If an individual passes the entire training set,

the evolutionary run ends. This individual is then evaluated on

the held out testing set. If this individual passes the testing set, the

run is marked as a generalizing run. If the individual passes the

down-sample, but not the entire training set, the evolutionary run

continues. Contrary to previous work on down-sampling with lex-

icase selection [4, 26, 29], the extra program executions required

to verify if an individual passes the entire training set are added to

our program execution tally used to limit our runs.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 3 shows problem-solving successes for theCountOdds, Small

or Large, Fuel Cost, and Fizz Buzz program synthesis problems. A

run is considered to be successful if a perfect solution evolves (i.e.,

a program that solves all training and unseen testing cases). Con-

sistent with previous work with lexicase selection [4, 20, 26, 30],

not all program synthesis problems benefited from down-sampling.

However, we found no instances where selection configurations

without down-sampling significantly outperformed configurations

with down-sampling enabled. In fact, when using lexicase selec-

tion, problem-solving success was significantly improved for all

problems by at least one of the down-sampling methods, and when

using tournament selection, down-sampling significantly improved

problem-solving success for all but one problem (Fizz Buzz). Over-

all, fitness-proportionate selection benefited the least from the ad-

dition of down-sampling, as problem-solving success was signif-

icantly better for only one out of four problems. We also found

examples where fitness proportionate and tournament selection

failed to find any solutions unless we used down-sampling.

Across all configurations of program synthesis problems, we de-

tected a significant difference in problem-solving success between

informed and random down-sampling in three instances: the small

or large problem with tournament selection and the count odds

and fizz buzz problems with lexicase selection. In each of these

instances, informed down-sampling outperformed random down-

sampling.

Table 4 shows problem-solving success for four symbolic regres-

sion problems. Like our program synthesis results, not all symbolic

regression problems benefited from down-sampling. In fact, we

did not detect any significant problem-solving benefits from ap-

plying down-sampling to fitness-proportionate selection on any

of the four symbolic regression problems. Though not statistically

significant, we observed one problem where fitness proportionate

found two solutions (out of 200 runs) without down-sampling and

failed to find any solutions with either form of down-sampling en-

abled. As before, however, we detected no instances where selec-

tion configurations without down-sampling significantly outper-

formed configurations with down-sampling. When using tourna-

ment selection, one out of four problems significantly benefited
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Table 3: Number of generalizing solutions (successes) out of 50 program synthesis runs achieved by PushGP on the test set.

All down-sampling is performed at a rate of A = 0.05. All informed down-sampling is performed with d = 0.01 and : = 100.

The numbers reported are number of generalizing solutions out of 50 evolutionary runs using each selection scheme and

down-sample strategy combination. In bold font are the results where performing down-sampling offers significant (?<0.05)

benefits over the standard (no down-sampling) version of the same selection scheme. We signify with an asterisk the configu-

rations in which informed down-sampling significantly outperforms random down-sampling on the same problem with the

same selection scheme. All significance analysis was conducted with a two proportion z-test with a Bonferroni correction for

multiple comparisons.

Selection Scheme FPS Tournament Lexicase

Down-sample Type No Rnd IDS No Rnd IDS No Rnd IDS

Count Odds 0 1 0 0 26 33 10 10 49*

Fizz Buzz 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 32 45*

Fuel Cost 0 19 14 1 28 25 20 40 41P
ro
b
le
m

Small or Large 0 5 5 13 18 47* 16 42 38

from down-sampling, and when using lexicase selection, all four

problems benefited from at least one type of down-sampling.

Across all configurations of symbolic regression problems, we

detected a significant difference in problem-solving success between

informed and random down-sampling for only one problem in the

context of lexicase selection. Unlike our program synthesis results,

random down-sampling outperformed informed down-sampling

on this problem.

Across both problem domains (program synthesis and symbolic

regression) and all three selection methods, our results indicate

that down-sampling is often beneficial or neutral for problem-solving

success. We did not find compelling evidence that down-sampling

impeded problem-solving success in any of our experiments. Though,

we do note that others have found down-sampling to impede problem-

solving success when there are strong trade-offs between training

cases (e.g., low error on one excludes low error on another) or

when a training set lacks some redundancy [30].

Indeed, our findings are consistent with many previous studies

that report substantial problem-solving gains in GP when apply-

ing down-sampling in order to reallocate computational resources

to running deeper evolutionary searches [4, 26, 29]. These previ-

ous studies, however, focused on using down-sampling in the con-

text of lexicase selection. Our results indicate that random and in-

formed down-sampling are also potentially valuable additions to

GP systems using other selectionmethods, such as fitness-proportionate

selection or tournament selection. Further study is needed to verify

that the value of using down-sampling with fitness-proportionate

selection or tournament selection stems from the increase in gen-

erations that we can run evolution with fixed computational re-

sources.

Surprisingly, we found that down-sampling was most consis-

tently beneficial in the context of lexicase selection, as problem-

solving successwas improved by at least one down-samplingmethod

across all problems. Further investigation is necessary to tease this

apart. Fitness-proportionate and tournament selection are known

to be susceptible to premature convergence [31, 34], while lexicase

selection is more capable of maintaining both phenotypic and phy-

logenetic diversity [12, 23, 28, 46]. Given this, we hypothesize that

lexicase selection benefits more from the increased number of gen-

erations afforded by down-sampling than tournament or fitness-

proportionate selection. That is, if a population evolving under

fitness-proportionate and tournament selection has converged to a

local fitness optimum, that population may not benefit from extra

generations of evolution. In contrast, a more diverse population

evolving under lexicase selection may benefit substantially from

running for an increased number of generations.

Overall, our results suggest that down-sampling, selection scheme,

and search space topology interact to influence the likelihood of

problem-solving success. Even with our limited set of problems,

neither down-sampling method completely dominated the other,

and the benefits of down-sampling dramatically varied by prob-

lem and selection scheme. Future investigations should explore dy-

namic down-sampling; that is, can we use population statistics to

automatically choose and parameterize down-sampling during an

evolutionary search?

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we extended previous studies that evaluated the ef-

ficacy of random and informed down-sampling in the context of

lexicase selection. Here, we show that both random and informed

down-samplingmay also benefit GP systems that use fitness-proportionate

or tournament selection. For fitness-proportionate, tournament, and

lexicase selection, applying some form of down-sampling either

helped or had no significant effect on problem-solving success (across

four program synthesis and four symbolic regression problems).

This result suggests that evolutionary computing practitioners should

experiment with different forms of down-sampling in combination

with their preferred selectionmethods, as it can be used to improve

problem-solving success by reallocating per-generation computa-

tional savings to running a deeper evolutionary search.
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Table 4: Number of generalizing solutions (successes) out of 200 symbolic regression runs achieved by PushGP on the test set.

All down-sampling is performed at a rate of A = 0.30. All informed down-sampling is performed with d = 0.01 and : = 100.

The numbers reported are number of generalizing solutions out of 50 evolutionary runs using each selection scheme and

down-sample strategy combination. In bold font are the results where performing down-sampling offers significant (?<0.05)

benefits over the standard (no down-sampling) version of the same selection scheme. We signify with a dagger the configura-

tions in which random down-sampling significantly outperforms informed down-sampling on the same problem with the

same selection scheme. All significance analysis was conducted with a two proportion z-test with a Bonferroni correction for

multiple comparisons.

Selection Scheme FPS Tournament Lexicase

Down-sample Type No Rnd IDS No Rnd IDS No Rnd IDS

2G5 − G4 + 2G3 + 3G2 + 2G + 6 1 2 2 0 0 0 21 36 43

G4 − 2G3 + 3G2 + 2G + 3 7 8 11 19 16 11 120 180 179

G4 − 2G2 + 4G + 3 2 0 0 131 156 172 187 198† 189P
ro
b
le
m

3G3 − 4G2 + 8G + 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 71 83

Previous studies have shown that the benefits of down-sampling

stem from reallocating the computational savings to running an

evolutionary search for more generations or evaluating more in-

dividuals [14, 26, 29]. We hypothesize that this explanation holds

across each of the selection schemes that we tested in this work.

We did, however, find that different selection schemes benefited

more or less from the addition of down-sampling: fitness-proportionate

selection seemed to benefit the least, while lexicase selection ben-

efited from down-sampling on all eight problems. We hypothesize

that populations evolving under lexicase selection aremore diverse

and therefore benefit the most from the extra generations afforded

by down-sampling. In contrast, fitness-proportionate and tourna-

ment selection are known to be susceptible to premature conver-

gence to local optima and might not always benefit frommore gen-

erations of evolution; that is, if an entire population is stuck on

a local optimum, tournament and fitness-proportionate selection

have no built-in mechanisms to escape in subsequent generations.

We did not observe consistent differences between random and

informed down-sampling. The best choice of down-samplingmethod

depended on the selection strategy and the problem. Future work

should investigate the interaction between down-sampling and se-

lection methodology further to determine when informed down-

sampling should be used over different down-sampling strategies.

Our study was limited to a relatively small set of problems, a

single genetic programming system (PushGP), and just two down-

sampling techniques. Future work is needed to verify our find-

ings beyond this context. Indeed, many down-sampling techniques

have been developed for use in evolutionary computing and ma-

chine learning. Just as there has been recent progress in large-scale

benchmarking for selection algorithms [8, 43], we argue that large-

scale benchmarking efforts should be implemented for different

down-sampling methods. Such efforts would help us to disentan-

gle the circumstances where particular down-sampling methods

are most appropriate. Additionally, more unified theory on the ef-

fects of down-sampling on test-based problems could help to tie

together disparate results from different application domains in

evolutionary computing.
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